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House Resolution 1461

By: Representatives Barnes of the 86th, Hutchinson of the 106th, Mitchell of the 88th, Bennett

of the 94th, Adeyina of the 110th, and others 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Dr. Dianna M. Williams; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, during her many remarkable years of contributions to the majorette dance genre,2

Dr. Dianna M. Williams has earned immense respect and admiration from her peers and3

taught countless dancers to embody persistence, determination, self-esteem, good manners,4

and self-worth; and5

WHEREAS, beginning her dance career at the age of four, Dr. Williams has since trained in6

a wide range of styles, including Ballet, Jazz, Modern, Belly Dance, African Dance, and Tap7

Dance; and8

WHEREAS, she currently serves as the CEO of The Buck Box Beauty Brand and the9

DollFace Academy, costume designer and choreographer for the Alcorn State University10

Golden Girls, and as a motivational speaker and mentor; and11

WHEREAS, she is responsible for the creation of the Dancing Dolls Dance Team, the Grove12

Park Dancerettes, the Prancing Diamonds, and the D. Williams Dance Company, paving the13

way for every community majorette dance team; and14
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WHEREAS, this distinguished gentlewoman has given inspiration to many through her high15

ideals, morals, and deep concern for her fellow citizens, and she possesses the vast wisdom16

which only comes through experience and the strength of character which is achieved17

through overcoming the many challenges of life; and18

WHEREAS, Dr. Williams is a person of magnanimous strengths with an unimpeachable19

reputation for integrity, intelligence, fairness, and kindness; and20

WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that the outstanding accomplishments of this21

remarkable and distinguished Georgian be appropriately recognized.22

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that23

the members of this body recognize and commend Dr. Dianna M. Williams for her many24

outstanding contributions to the majorette dance genre and extend the most sincere best25

wishes for continued health and happiness.26

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized27

and directed to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to Dr.28

Dianna M. Williams.29
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